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Dr. Joe Thompson and Dr. Joycelyn Elders to Speak at SCC/MLA Conference:

The South Central Chapter of the Medical Library Association (SCC/MLA) will have their annual Conference, Public Health Challenges: The Librarian’s Role, October 22-26, 2005, at the Peabody Hotel in Little Rock, Arkansas. Special events include a general session keynote address, Public Health Challenges, by Dr. Joe Thompson; a luncheon address, The Role of Medical Librarians in Improving Health Care, by Dr. Joycelyn Elders; and a Farewell Banquet at the Clinton Presidential Library and Park. There are various registration options and opportunities for participation by non-SCC/MLA members. The UAMS Library has been handling local arrangements for the Conference, and many of the staff will be participating in Conference activities and meetings.

Joe Thompson, MD, MPH
Chief Health Officer for Arkansas, and Head of the Arkansas Center for Health Improvement, Little Rock, AR

Joseph W. Thompson, M.D., M.P.H, is an Associate Professor at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences and practices as a general pediatrician and preventive medicine specialist. As the Director of the Arkansas Center for Health Improvement (ACHI), Dr. Thompson is responsible for developing health policy, research activities and collaborative programs that promote better health and healthcare in Arkansas. He works closely with the Governor’s office and the Arkansas Legislature as well as with public and private organizations to support relevant public health policy topics such as access to quality care. Through ACHI, Dr. Thompson has led efforts in planning and implementing healthcare financing reform, tobacco- and obesity-related health promotion and disease prevention programs.

Most recently, Dr. Thompson was nominated by Governor Mike Huckabee and confirmed by the Arkansas Department of Health’s Board of Directors to serve as Arkansas’s first Chief Health Officer. In this position, Dr. Thompson will be responsible for identifying strategies and shaping policies to improve the health of Arkansans.

Joycelyn Elders, MD, MS
Former U.S. Surgeon General and Professor Emeritus, University of Arkansas College of Medicine, Little Rock, AR

Joycelyn Elders was nominated surgeon general of the US Public Health Service by President Bill Clinton in July 1993. She served in this post until January 1995, after which time she went to work at the University of Arkansas Children’s Hospital until her retirement in June 1998. She is now a professor emeritus of pediatric endocrinology at the University of Arkansas College of Medicine.

At fifteen, she received a scholarship from the United Methodist Church to attend Philander Smith College in Little Rock, AR. Upon graduation at eighteen, she entered the US Army as a first lieutenant and received training as a physical therapist. Elders attended the University of Arkansas Medical School on the G.I. Bill. After graduation in 1960, she was an
intern at the University of Minnesota Hospital–Minneapolis and did a pediatric residency and an endocrinology fellowship at the University of Arkansas Medical Center–Little Rock. She ascended the academic ladder to full professorship after her fellowship and board certification in 1976. Elders joined the faculty at UAMS as a professor of pediatrics and received board certification as a pediatric endocrinologist in 1978. She was appointed director of the Arkansas Department of Health in October of 1987. While serving as director, she was elected president of the Association of State and Territorial Health Officers. She also holds a Master of Science degree in biochemistry.

You are invited to visit the conference website for complete program information and continuing education opportunities: http://www.library.uams.edu/scc2005/. For further information, please contact Dena Plaisted, Local Arrangements Chair, at PlaistedDenaK@uams.edu, or Mary Ryan, Program Chair, at RyanMaryL@uams.edu.
Sally Kasalko Retires From UAMS Library

The UAMS Library and invited guests from across the campus bade a fond farewell to Sally Kasalko at a retirement party given in her honor on August 31, 2005. Sally was a very familiar and well-respected figure in the library and on campus. She served in the Reference Division of the Library and on many campus committees during her 37-year career at UAMS, and she touched the lives of many people. Among the guests who shared conversation, pizza, salads, cakes, cookies and lots of fun with Sally were Dr. Larry Milne, Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs, Dr. Richard Wheeler, Executive Associate Dean for Academic Affairs in the College of Medicine, and Dr. James Pasley, Associate Dean for Educational Advancement in College of Medicine. A number of Sally's retired colleagues also stopped by to wish her well. Sally received an array of retirement gifts and was presented with the following resolution that includes highlights of her distinguished career.

Resolution

Whereas, Sally G. Kasalko, B. S., M.L.S., Professor/Librarian and Reference Librarian of the UAMS Library retires on August 31, 2005 from the Library and the Faculty of the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences;

Whereas, Ms. Kasalko joined the Library Faculty in 1968, obtained a Master of Library Science degree from Vanderbilt-Peabody Graduate School of Library Sciences in 1981, passed the first national Medical Library Association examination and was awarded a Certificate of Health Sciences Librarianship in 1982, and was inducted into the Academy of Health Information Professionals at the Senior Level;

Whereas, Ms. Kasalko served this institution with distinction for over 37 years in the Reference Division of the Library in various positions including Division Head;

Whereas, Ms. Kasalko served this institution as Chair of the Academic Senate, chair of various Senate committees, and member of the campus-wide Tenure Review Task Force, 1997-1999;

Whereas, she capitalized on her computer interest and skills to inaugurate the Computer-assisted Research Services of the UAMS Library, initiated and trained UAMS Library staff in the use of computers in libraries, provided online workshops on computer-assisted reference work throughout the State, and became in 1991 the Library Microcomputer Coordinator with responsibilities for assisting other units on campus in the use of microcomputers for several years;

Whereas, Ms. Kasalko has been a member of Beta Phi Mu, Library Science Honor Society;
Whereas, Ms. Kasalko assisted in the formation of the Arkansas Regional Medical Program and supported the Rural Hospital Program, and developed and implemented the initial training and services for the Area Health Education Center librarians in Arkansas;

Whereas, she participated in the organization of Arkansas' Pre-White House Conference on Libraries in 1979; was a co-coordinator of the state planning meeting "Building Consumer Health Information Networks for Arkansas," and developed and taught workshops throughout the state on consumer health information;

Whereas, Ms. Kasalko serves as a voting member on the UAMS Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, reviews all new research proposals to ensure that database searching is comprehensive and accurate, inspects animal care facilities and labs, and has assisted in the overhaul of procedures; and

Whereas, Ms. Kasalko supported professional organizations at the state, regional, and national level, including serving as chair of various committees of the Arkansas Library Association, the South Central Chapter of the Medical Library Association, and the Medical Library Association, for whom she was the Webmaster for the Public Services Section;

Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved By The Board of Trustees of the University of Arkansas that the Board expresses its deep appreciation to Ms. Kasalko for her part in the development and progress of this institution and names her "Professor and Reference Librarian, Emeritus" effective October 1, 2005; and directs the Secretary of the Board of Trustees to spread this resolution upon the minutes and to transmit this resolution to Professor/Librarian Sally G. Kasalko.

Sally's retirement plans include extensive travel and pursuit of various leisure activities. However, we are happy to report that Sally is not leaving behind all UAMS activity. She will serve as a volunteer at the South Central Chapter of the Medical Library Association Conference being held in Little Rock this month and she will continue her service on the UAMS IACUC Committee. Sally has seen many students, researchers, faculty and staff come and go over the years, and we have all benefited from her knowledge, research skills, and cheerful, outgoing personality. She will be missed, but we look forward to her new involvement with the UAMS community as a Professor and Reference Librarian, Emeritus. Congratulations, Sally!
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PubMed Tips & Blips:

Welcome to the new "PubMed Tips & Blips" column that will be a recurring feature in the UAMS Library Newsletter. Each tip will be brief and added to the Archive for future reference. Blips (recent news items) about PubMed will also be posted here.

PubMed Tip #1 Access PubMed through the Database link on the Library’s website.

This will provide you access to our full text electronic journals while searching.

PubMed Tip #2 Enter each concept of your search individually and click the Go button.

Use the History tab to view & combine your search statements.
PubMed Blip #1: PubMed will replace Ovid MEDLINE as the UAMS community’s primary access to MEDLINE in June 2006. PubMed includes:

- MEDLINE (journal article citations from 1966-present),
- Daily updates with in-process citations (not yet fully indexed),
- OLDMEDLINE (journal article citations from 1950-1965), and
- Links to UAMS full-text journal subscriptions and NCBI molecular biology databases.

If you have questions about PubMed or would like to schedule an individual consultation or department presentation, call the Library Reference Desk at 501-686-6734 or email LibraryReferenceDesk@uams.edu.

- Susan C. Steelman
Ben Ridout Joins the UAMS Library Faculty:

Ben Ridout, an avid mountain biking enthusiast, brings his considerable public service experience and proven research skills to his new position of Reference Librarian at the UAMS Library. He recently graduated with an MS in Information Studies from the University of Texas at Austin. Ben also holds a BA in Political Science from Texas State University in San Marcos, TX. During the summer of 2004, Ben participated in an Internship at the Harlingen Regional Academic Health Center Library where he provided reference and research assistance for medical school faculty, students and regional health professionals.

Ben will be orienting himself to the UAMS Library and campus beginning October 3. His principle responsibilities will include providing reference and research assistance to UAMS Library users and outreach services to AHEC libraries, hospital libraries, and individual health professionals. The library welcomes Ben and his wife, Kathy, to Little Rock and to UAMS.

To contact Ben, email bbridout@uams.edu or call the Library Reference Desk at 686-6734.
New Online / PDA Resources at UAMS Library:
InfoRetriever / InfoPOEMS

InfoRetriever is a system of reference tools and evidence-based medicine information which functions as a quick searching tool for clinicians at the point-of-care. A few strengths of InfoRetriever are its comprehensiveness, levels of evidence, and full function ability for the Palm and Pocket PC.

A popular feature within InfoRetriever is the graded evidence-based medicine resource, InfoPOEMS (Patient-Oriented Evidence that Matters). An InfoPOEM will address a topical clinical question and include a summary of outcome measures based on the literature found in PubMed MEDLINE. A direct link to the article(s) is available in each POEM. These POEMS can be delivered daily by email, or searched by topic within InfoRetriever and on the PDA.

The following resources are available for searching independently or simultaneously in InfoRetriever:

- 5 Minute Clinical Consult
- Clinical Rules and Calculators
- Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews
- Diagnostic Tests (by Symptom)
- Diagnostic Tests (by Disease)
- Drugs of Choice (Practice Guidelines)
- History/Physical (by Symptom)
- History/Physical (by Disease)
- InfoPOEMS© synopses
- Number Needed to Treat
- Patient Education Handouts
- Photo Atlas
- Practice Guidelines

* indicates links to PubMed

A review of InfoRetriever is available within the following article in PubMed Central: Grandange KK, Slawson DC, Shaughnessy AF. When less is more: a practical approach to searching for evidence-based answers. Journal of the Medical Library Association, 2002 July, 90(3): 298–304.

Psychiatry Online:

Psychiatry Online is a resource offering ebooks, practice guidelines, journals, and self-assessment tools.
Any section of selected publications in Psychiatry Online can be downloaded to a PDA. To use this feature, choose the "My PsychiatryOnline" link on their website and follow the instructions. Before installing content, a user must register for a free personal account and download free Mobipocket reader software available from the website.

The entire DSM-IV-TR Classification may be downloaded to a PDA through this link: http://www.psychiatryonline.com/resourceTOC.aspx?resourceID=1

For further information on these and other PDA resources offered through the library, please contact Abby Holt at HoltAbby@uams.edu or 686-6748.
Searching the Online Catalog: New Interface Search Tips

Have you searched the library online catalog for books or journals lately? If so, you have probably noticed that the catalog has a new look. Actually, the catalog contains the same records for books and journals held by UAMS Library, ACH Library and the AHEC libraries. Just the search interface has changed. From time to time in future newsletters, the library staff will offer tips for using various features of the catalog.

Tip #1 The new catalog interface provides two levels of searching...

BASIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Library Catalog</th>
<th>Search the library's holdings...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keyword: herbal medicines</td>
<td>View Entire Collection: exclude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Tips</td>
<td>Advanced search</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OR

ADVANCED
Tip #2 Sophisticated command language searching is now available.

Phrases: Use quotes around words to be searched as a phrase.

   Ex. “United States Supreme Court”

Truncation: Use an asterisk to find a word’s variations or plurals. (1-5 characters)

   Ex. Environment* polic*

Use a double asterisk for open-ended truncation.

   Ex. Pharmac**

Boolean Operators (AND, OR, NOT) are all available as are Proximity searching, nesting and the ability to search specific fields. For more information on searching options, see: http://www.libcatalog.uams.edu/search/Y

For more extensive help with searching the catalog, please come to the Library Reference Desk, Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. to speak with a librarian. You may also call 686-6734 or e-mail LibraryReferenceDesk@uams.edu with questions or to make an appointment to meet with a librarian.
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UAMS Spam Filter:
Alert for Searchers

Have you recently e-mailed PubMed or EBSCO search results to yourself or to colleagues on campus but never received them? If so, it may be a problem with the settings on the new junkmail system UAMS IT is using. Even if you have previously UNJUNKed e-mailed search results, the spam filter may still catch future e-mailed search results. The filter may catch search results even if you have added the domain address to the accepted file. If this is happening to you, try this solution:

Solution:
1. Go to //junkmail.uams.edu
2. Login w/ campus id & password
3. Choose "Settings" and uncheck box for adhering to corporate defaults.
4. Click “Apply Changes.”
5. Under Anti-Spam Techniques, click Anti-Spam Aggressiveness.
6. Uncheck the corporate defaults box. Apply Changes.

7. Also, under Anti-Spam Techniques, you may add listservs and domains that you want to allow through, including those domains that send the search results. You must do step 6 otherwise the corporate defaults can override servers in the Allowed list.

UAMS IT and the Library are working together to find solutions to difficulties that occur with the new spam filter. The IT department reports that the filter is already sparing users thousands of junk e-mails and potentially damaging viruses daily. We certainly appreciate their diligence in making our e-mail safer and easier to use. Look for updates on this and other software in future issues of the UAMS Library Newsletter.

For further information, please contact Susan Steelman at SteelmanSusanC@uams.edu or call the Library Reference Desk at 686-6734.
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Internet Resources (Connect through UAMS online catalog)


Circulating Books

- Pow, Elizabeth, 1937-
  Talking back to sexual pressure : what to say...to resist persuasion...to avoid disease...to stop harassment...to avoid acquaintance rape. Minneapolis, Minn. : CompCare Publishers, c1991.

- Keats, John, 1795-1821.

  Of human bondage / by W. Somerset Maugham ; introduction by Jane Smiley.
Bantam classic.

Williams, William Carlos, 1883-1963.
Poems. Selections.
Selected poems / William Carlos Williams ; Robert Pinsky, editor.
American poets project.

Snyder, Lloyd R.
Practical HPLC method development / Lloyd R. Snyder, Joseph J. Kirkland, Joseph L. Glajch.
2nd ed.

QH 301 C673 v.69 2004.
Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on Quantitative Biology v. 69 : epigenetics / meeting organized by Bruce Stillman and David Stewart.

Karp, Gerald.
Cell and molecular biology : concepts and experiments / Gerald Karp, Peter van der Geer.
4th ed.

QS 4 Se34e 2005.
Seeley, Rod R.
Essentials of anatomy & physiology / Rod R. Seeley, Trent D. Stephens, Philip Tate.
5th ed.

QS 618.2 D862h 2001.
Dudek, Ronald W., 1950-.
High-yield embryology.
2nd ed.

QT 104 M468 2003.
Medical physiology / edited by Rodney A. Rhoades, George A. Tanner ; illustrations by Victoria Heim.
2nd ed.
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2003.

QT 261 L547s 2005.
Lennard, Ted A., 1961-.
Spine in sports / Ted A. Lennard, H. Mark Crabtree.
St. Louis, Mo. ; London : Elsevier Mosby, 2005.

Protein formulation and delivery / edited by Eugene J. McNally.
Drugs and the pharmaceutical sciences ; v. 99.

QV 4 G622g 2006.
Goodman & Gilman's the pharmacological basis of therapeutics.
11th ed. / editor, Laurence L. Brunton ; associate editors, John S. Lazo, Keith L. Parker.

QV 17 P494 2006.
Howland, Richard D.
Pharmacology / Richard D. Howland, Mary J. Mycek ; editors, Richard A. Harvey, Pamela C. Champe.
3rd ed.
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2006.
Lippincott's illustrated reviews.
QV 602 G116s 2006.
Gad, Shayne C., 1948-
Statistics and experimental design for toxicologists and pharmacologists. 4th ed.

QW 300 B525 2005.
Emerging infectious diseases of the 21st century.
QY 90 T446 2006.
Tietz textbook of clinical chemistry and molecular diagnostics / [edited by]
Carl A. Burtis, Edward R. Ashwood, David E. Bruns.
4th ed.
St. Louis, Mo. : Elsevier Saunders, c2006.

QZ 42 D842 2005.

QZ 50 P268i 2005.
Pasternak, Jack J.
An introduction to human molecular genetics : mechanisms of inherited diseases
2nd ed.

4th ed.

W 18.2 V321s 2006.
Van Kleunen, Jonathan P.
Step-up to USMLE step 2.
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2006.
Step up series.

W 20.5 St35c 2006.
Steiner, John (John E.).
Clinical research law and compliance handbook / edited by John E. Steiner, Jr.

W 26.5 M469 2005.
Medical informatics : knowledge management and data mining in biomedicine / edited by Hsinchun Chen ... [et al.].
Integrated series in information systems ; 8.

W 50 Ed35e 2006.
Edge, Raymond S.
3rd ed.

W 50 W673m 2005.
Williams, John R. (John Reynold), 1942-
Medical ethics manual.
Primary care medicine: office evaluation and management of the adult patient /
[edited by] Allan H. Goroll, Albert G. Mulley, Jr. ; with 65 contributors.
5th ed.
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2006.

Occupational and environmental medicine review / [edited by] Michael I.
Greenberg.

Protecting emergency responders, Vol. 3, Safety management in disaster and
terrorism response / Brian A. Jackson ... [et al.].
Santa Monica, CA : Rand, Science and Technology Policy Institute, [2004].

Health statistics: shaping policy and practice to improve the population's
health / edited by Daniel J. Friedman, Edward L. Hunter, R. Gibson Parrish II.

Statistics in medicine.
2nd ed.

Blueprints family medicine / Martin S. Lipsky, Mitchell S. King.
2nd ed.

Emergency medicine oral board review / [edited by] William Gossman, Scott H.
Plantz.
4th ed.

2005-2006 Internal medicine Q & A review: syllabus companion for board
review.
5th ed.

MKSAP 13: medical knowledge self-assessment program / American College of
Physicians ; Paul E. Epstein, editors in chief.
Philadelphia, PA : American College of Physicians, c2003-

Intravenous medications: a handbook for nurses and allied health
professionals
/ Betty L. Gahart, Adrienne R. Nazareno.
22nd ed.
St. Louis, Mo. : Elsevier Mosby, c2006.

Emergency medicine Q&A / Joseph Lex ... [et al.].
2nd ed.


WG 170 V446 2005.
6th ed.

WI 770 T688 2005.
**Transplantation of the liver** / [edited by] Ronald W. Busuttil, Goran B. Klintmalm.
2nd ed.

WI 900 D540 2004.
**Diagnostic imaging : abdomen** / Michael P. Federle ... [et al.].
Salt Lake City, Utah : Amirsys, c2004.

Kretschmann, Hans-Joachim.
Klinische Neuroanatomie und Kranielle Bilddiagnostik. English.
**Cranial neuroimaging and clinical neuroanatomy : atlas of MR imaging and computed tomography** / Hans-Joachim Kretschmann, Wolfgang Weinrich ; foreword by Ruth G. Ramsey ; drawings by Ingeborg Heike and Rudolf Mutschall.

WL 18.2 N400 2006.
**Neurology board review** / [edited by] Michael Labanowski, Nicholas Lorenzo.
3rd ed.
Pearls of wisdom.

**Developmental neurobiology.**

WL 101 Sn27c 2006.
Snell, Richard S.
**Clinical neuroanatomy.**
6th ed.
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2006.

WL 300 D294f 2005.
Davis, Larry E. (Larry Ernest).
**Fundamentals of neurologic disease** / Larry E. Davis, with Molly K. King, Jessica L. Schultz ; illustrations by Yvonne Wylie Walston.

WL 340.2 M452r 2006.
Maxwell, David L.
**Research and statistical methods in communication sciences and disorders** / David L. Maxwell, Eiki Satake.


**Multiple sclerosis as a neuronal disease** / edited by Stephen G. Waxman.

WM 18.2 P960 2006.
**Psychiatry board review** / [edited by] Rebecca A. Schmidt.
2nd ed.
Pearls of wisdom.

WM 270 H950L 2002.
Husak, Douglas N., 1948-
**Legalize this! : the case for decriminalizing drugs.**

Practical ethics.

WM 430.5 .F2 Et38 2005.
**Ethnicity & family therapy** / edited by Monica McGoldrick, Joe Giordano, Nydia Garcia-Pretto.
3rd ed.

**Learning surgery : the surgery clerkship manual** / editor, Stephen F. Lowry ; associate editors, Rocco G. Ciocca, Candice Rettie.

**Surgery clerkship : 150 biggest mistakes and how to avoid them** / edited by Samir P. Desai ; authored by Samir P. Desai ... [et al.].
Houston, TX : MD2B, c2005.
Clerkship mistake series.

WO 100 Es75 2006.
**Essentials of general surgery** / senior editor, Peter F. Lawrence ; editors, Richard M. Bell, Merrill T. Dayton.
4th ed.
Baltimore : Williams & Wilkins, c2006.

WO 100 Su80 2006.
**The surgical review : an integrated basic and clinical science study guide** / edited by Pavan Atluri ... [et al.].
2nd ed.
Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2006.

WQ 18.2 So54o 2006.
**Obstetrics and gynecology board review** / [editor] Stephen G. Somkuti.
2nd ed.

Pearls of wisdom.

WS 18.2 P344 2006.
**Pediatric board review** / Peter Emblad ... [et al.].
3rd ed.

WT 500 Sa82e 2006.
Satariano, William.
**Epidemiology of aging : an ecological approach.**

WW 140 P881 2005.
**Practical ophthalmology : a manual for beginning residents** / executive editor, Fred M. Wilson II ; contributing authors, Preston H. Blomquist ... [et al.].
5th ed.

WX 218 C869 2006.
2nd ed.

Pearls of wisdom.

WX 218 P935 2005.
**Principles of critical care** / editors, Jesse B. Hall, Gregory A. Schmidt, Lawrence D.H. Wood; Cora D. Taylor, editorial assistant. 3rd ed.

WY 13 P872d 2006.


WY 18 Es75 2006.


WY 18.2 G698e 2006.

**Emergency nursing review** / William G. Gossman ... [et al.]. 2nd ed.

Pearls of wisdom.

WY 18.2 H671s 2003.

**Successful problem-solving & test-taking for beginning nursing students.** 4th ed.

WY 18.2 N940 2006.

Philadelphia : Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, c2006.

WY 18.5 R643 2006.

**The role of the preceptor : a guide for nurse educators, clinicians, and managers** / editors, Jean Pieri Flynn, Madonna C. Stack. 2nd ed.

WY 49 C224h 2006.

**Handbook of nursing diagnosis.** 11th ed.

WY 49 N938 2006.


WY 85 F947c 2006.

**Case studies in nursing ethics** / Sara T. Fry, Robert M. Veatch. 3rd ed.

WY 100 P429c 2006.

**Clinical nursing skills & techniques** / [edited by] Anne Griffin Perry, Patricia A. Potter. 6th ed.

WY 100.4 H349 2006.


WY 150 L991f 2006.
Lynch, Virginia A. (Virginia Anne).  
**Forensic nursing** / Virginia A. Lynch ; with special contributions by Janet Barber Duval.  
St. Louis, MO : Elsevier Mosby, c2006.  
WY 154 W125h 2006.  

Wagner, Kathleen Dorman.  
**High-acuity nursing** / Kathleen Dorman Wagner, Karen L. Johnson, Pamela Stinson Kidd.  
4th ed.  
WY 160 F917p 2006.  

Frisch, Noreen Cavan.  
**Psychiatric mental health nursing** / Noreen Cavan Frisch, Lawrence E. Frisch ; Lea Gydos, contributor of chapter opening art.  
3rd ed.  
WZ 100 J799w 1994.  
Josyp, Peter.  
**What one man said to another : talks with Richard Selzer.**  
WZ 100 Se49c 2001.  
Selzer, Richard, 1928-  
**Confessions of a knife** / Richard Selzer.  

**Reference Books**

READY REF DIR W 20 D628 2005/06 Supp.  
**GMED companion** / American Medical Association.  
Chicago, Ill. : AMA Press, 2001-.  

READY REF DIR W 22 An72 2005.  
American Board of Medical Specialties.  
**Annual report & reference handbook.**  
Evanston, Ill., American Board of Medical Specialties.  

READY REF DIR W 22 P966m 2005.  
Pulaski County Medical Society.  
**Membership directory.**  
Little Rock, Ark. : The Society, 1969-.  

READY REF DIR WX 22 Ar48m 2005.  
Arkansas Hospital Association.  
**Membership directory.**  

REF DICT WY 13 P872d 2006.  
Powers, Bethel Ann, 1943-  
3rd ed.  

REF DRUGS QV 55 L667 2006.  
**Lippincott's nursing drug guide.**  

REF DRUGS QV 55 N939 2006.  
**Nursing ... drug handbook.**  
Horsham, Pa. : Intermed Communications, c1981-.  

REF DRUGS QV 772 D884 2005.  
**Drug topics red book.**  
[ New York, N.Y. : Topics Pub. Co., c1944-
REF ENCY TP 9 En19 2005 v.13
Kirk-Othmer encyclopedia of chemical technology.
5th ed.

REF ENCY TP 9 En19 2005 v.14
Kirk-Othmer encyclopedia of chemical technology.
5th ed.

REF GRANTS AS 911 F827i 2005.
Foundation grants to individuals / compiled by the Foundation Center.
New York : Foundation Center, 1977-

REF GRANTS Q 180 F317 2002-04.
Federal funds for research and development.

National guide to funding in health.
New York, N.Y. : Foundation Center, c1990-

Medical device register.
Greenwich, CT : DSI, c1981-

Ferri's clinical advisor : instant diagnosis and treatment.
St. Louis : Mosby, c1999-

The Harriet Lane handbook : a manual for pediatric house officers / the Harriet Lane Service, Children's Medical and Surgical Center of the Johns Hopkins Hospital. 17th ed. / editors, Jason Robertson, Nicole Shilkofski.

REF MED-HBK WT 100 M536 2000.
The Merck manual of geriatrics / editors, Mark H. Beers and Robert Berkow ; senior assistant editors, Robert M. Bogin, Andrew J. Fletcher, and Mirza I. Rahman.
3rd ed.

Consumer Health Information
WT 22 C738 2005/06.
The Complete directory for people with chronic illness : DCI.
Lakeville, CT : Grey House Pub., c1994-

History of Medicine
Arkansas. University.

Canfora, Luciano.
Biblioteca scomparsa. English.
The vanished library / Luciano Canfora ; translated by Martin Ryle.
Hellenistic culture and society ; 7.
Collins, Robert D., M.D.
**Ernest William Goodpasture : scientist, scholar, gentleman.**

Cunningham, D. J. (Daniel John), 1850-1909.
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